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In honor of our AED members

Time does not seem to have past as fast as we think
until we look back over the years. Now Spring 2019
has come to an end. Scrolling through all the
memories that AED has made this semester. For
Senior Send-off we dedicate our AED seniors a
semester book and we hope you enjoy it!
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Congratulations
to AED
Graduating
Seniors!

“SUCCESS consists of going
FROM failure TO FAILURE
without LOSS OF
enthusiasm.”
-Winston Churchill

It’s
Time!

Graduating Seniors
Jamie Abad
Madj Aboona
Keeley Adams
Fadi Azar
Marisa Black
Alireza Bolourian
Lindsey Buczek
Monica Celine Fortich
Kim Inciong
Omar Jalali
Jeong Lim Lee
Genesis Leon
Michelle Malwane
Eric Nguyen
Netta Ohayon
Kristen Ortega
Alexis Sauceda-Quintero
Jonathan Scott
Danial Tobar
Michael Zbiegien

Graduation.

With the future at hand, may you
continue to pursue excellence.
May wisdom and insight guide you, as
you strive to build bridges, not walls.
this achievement and
Celebrate
always know a blessing is with you. For
the spirit of success is your own.

Jamie Abad
Favorite Memory

I love volunteering
at the RMHC events.
It’s always a great
time making food
and laughing with
friends! :)

Future Plans

I will be attending
UNR School of
Medicine this
fall!

Advice for AED members
Surround yourself
with people who make
you laugh and
constantly motivate
you.

Majd Aboona
Favorite Memory

My favorite AED
memory was
volunteering for the
special olympic
events. I loved
interacting with all
the kids and having a
good time with them.
Future Plans
I will be attending
medical school at
UNR or at UofA
college of MedicinePhoenix.

Advice for AED members
Your time in
college is precious,
always leave time
to have fun.

Keeley Adams
Favorite Memory
When I went to my
first AED meeting
during Halloween
and saw Jesus...
Future Plans

Advice for AED members
The deadline comes
sooner than you
expect it.

I plan to apply this
spring and work as a
scribe during my
application cycle. I will
continue volunteering
and working in the lab as
well.

Fadi Azar

Favorite Memory
My favorite AED
memory would be
volunteering with
Habitat for
Humanity and using
a jack hammer to
help remove a
portion of a side
walk.

Future Plans

I plan on attending
Advice for AED members
medical school this
coming fall. I am Appreciate all that you've
done, enjoy all that you
attending
are doing, and always keep
University of
in mind what you are
Nevada, Las Vegas
working towards doing in
School of Medice.
the future.

Marisa Black
Favorite Memory

My favorite AED memory was
at a recent Feral Cat Clinic
where we were actually taking
pictures of our work (for once!)
and Jorge did a photo shoot of
me expressing a cat's bladder
into a trash can. I couldn't stop
laughing and it was a really fun
experience. Also, kittens.

Future Plans

After graduation, I will be getting married and moving to
Washington where I plan to attend the School of Veterinary
Medicine. After completing the program, I strive to
complete a residency to specialize in large animal surgery
with an emphasis on equine. I hope to one day work in
equine sports injury repair and prosthetics to correct birth
defects and injuries that previously resulted in euthanasia.

Advice for AED members

Don't wait until the last minute to study, keep a
consistent schedule!

Alireza Bolourian
Favorite Memory

Getting to know new
people every
semester.
Future Plans

I have done most of
my interviews, so
far I have been
accepted to
Washington State
University School of
Pharmacy.

Advice for AED members
Have fun!

Lindsey Buczek
Favorite Memory
My favorite AED memories
have been made during the
AED Blood Drives. It has
been great working with
such an incredible
committee in order to help
out our community.

Future Plans
After graduation, I plan to
attend the UNLV School of
Medicine to pursue my
dream of becoming a doctor.
Advice for AED members
After all of my education is
Grades are
complete, I would love to
definitely
practice in Las Vegas and
important, but
give back to our
make time for your
community.

family and friends.

Monica Celine Fortich
Favorite Memory
My favorite AED
memory is going to the
first AED social and all
volunteer events I
attended to. Because of
AED, I was able to build
new friendships, while
strengthening the ones
I already had.
Future Plans

I will be attending
UNLV School of
Medicine in the Fall.
Advice for AED members
Do not rush.

Kim Inciong

Favorite Memory
My favorite AED moments
are meeting and connecting
with other members during
volunteer events. Joining the
Professional Development
Committee and working with
amazing committee members
has been a memorable
experience. Also, learning
how to shave cat was quite a
time.

Future Plans
I am taking a gap year and will be applying
to medical school this summer. In the
meantime, I will spend my time traveling
and relaxing.
Advice for AED members
Don't be afraid to step out of comfort zone.

Omar Jalali
Favorite Memory
I really enjoyed
volunteering at Goodie Two
Shoes in Fall 2015. It was
memorable because I
enjoyed how happy the kids
were receiving their new
shoes.
Future Plans
I am going to start dental
school in the fall. I do want
to own a practice
eventually when i graduate
dental school, in the
respective field of dentistry
I choose.
Advice for AED Members
I would say be nice to everyone and
focus on what you need to do.

Jeong Lim Lee
Favorite Memory

1. Washington DC trip
2. Being the secretary
for AED
3. Nevada Blind
Children’s
Foundation

Future Plans
Go to medical school
and then onto law
school.

Advice for AED Members
Take it slow and go at your own
pace.

Genesis Leon
Favorite Memory
My favorite memory is when
Jenny Navoa and I were in
charge of making garlic
bread for an RMCH event
but we somehow ended up
burning it in the oven. We
had to scrape off the burnt
edges but it was still edible!
(Wifey material).
Future Plans
I'm applying this cycle and planning on staying
active in extracurriculars during my gap year. I
may take a couple classes to keep my brain and
study habits fresh. I also plan on working to save
some money but I hope to take enough time to
travel and visit family in Mexico.
Advice for AED Members
Make sure to network and make connections
early on for letters of reccomendations.

Michelle Malwane

Favorite Memory
My favorite AED memory was
baking cake for RMHC with
Jamie and Monica. Everyone
ate it and we were proud we
didn’t give anyone food
poisoning.
Future Plans
I plan on attending UNR Med
this coming fall. I am both
excited and terrified for what
comes next.

Advice for AED Members
When things go wrong don't forget to
laugh it off :)

Eric Nguyen
Favorite Memory

I think my favorite AED memory
would be working with and having
fun with my group at the Spread
the Word Nevada Book Cleaning
events. They were such fun
events, and I liked being able to
enjoy my time with AED members
yet still make a difference in my
community.

Future Plans

My plan is to attend medical
school at UNR. I don't know what
kind of doctor I want to be yet,
but I've made it this far! We'll see
what happens then :)

Advice for AED Members

Think, make a plan, and go for it; divine intervention has
better things to do than to take the wheel for you.

Netta Ohayon
Favorite Memory
My favorite AED
memory was every
Heaven Can Wait
Event.
Future Plans
Will be attending
University of
Minnesota Veterinary
School

Advice for AED Members
Do what you enjoy and
enjoy what you do.

Kristen Ortega
Favorite Memory

CampMED 2018 was so
fun and informative. We
shared our undergrad
experience with junior
high students to inspire
those that may want to
pursue medicine. We
were also able to talk to
current medical student
volunteers and get advice
and guidance.

Future Plans

I start my master’s degree in
Medical Health Sciences at
Touro University Nevada in
July 2019. I will be applying to
osteopathic medical school this Advice for AED Members
cycle. I hope to become a
Life will not work out the
physician and specialize in
way that you planned. Learn
Osteopathic Manual Therapy
to bob and weave, but don’t
(OMT)/Neuromuscular
give up.
Medicine (NMM) and Sports
Medicine or Emergency
Medicine.

Alexis Sauceda-Quintero
Favorite Memory

My favorite AED memory was the
first social that I attended in 2015
at Yard House. I got to meet
people that are now some of my
best friends.

Future Plans

I will be starting medical school
this fall, which I look forward to. I
plan to travel to Europe, Mexico,
and the Philippines after
graduation. During these trips, I
will be writing brief summaries of
my experiences there, as well as a
description of the places. While in
medical school I hope to continue
my passion for writing poems, and
write a short book with my favorite
50 poems.

Advice for AED Members

Be patient, remember that Rome was not built in
one day.

Jonathan Scott
Favorite Memory
Meepleville Board
Game night! It was a
very fun social for
old and new AED
members to interact
with each other and
be human.
Future Plans
I plan to attend the
UNLV School of
Medicine and never
leave Las Vegas
again.

Advice for AED Members
HELP EACH OTHER!

Daniel Tobar

Favorite Memory

My favorite AED memory was
working the operation school
bell, or goodie two shoes and
seeing the expressions on the
kids whenever they were
gifted with free clothes or
shoes. I also enjoyed meeting
new people in the organization
and exchanging information
about possible classes to take
or which professors to take,
and getting to know the
different pathways that they
have chose to follow in to the
healthcare field.

Future Plans

Going to Roseman University
and get my PhD in Pharmacy.

Advice for AED Members
Sleep. Study. Repeat.

Michael Zbiegien
Favorite Memory
My favorite AED
memory was the first
time I attended a
Special Olympics
event. I didn't know
what to expect, but I
instantly loved
working with such
amazing athletes.
Future Plans
I plan on applying
this cycle and then
attending medical
school.

Advice for AED Member
Keep pushing
through.

“The future belongs to
“Education isn’t
something you can
those who believe in
finish.” -Issac
the beauty of their
Asimov
dreams.”
-Eleanor Roosevelt
“Intelligence without
ambition is a bird
without wings.” Salvador Dali
“Action is the
“Education’s purpose
foundational key to all
is to replace an
success.” - Pablo
empty mind with an
open one.” - Malcolm
Picasso
Forbes
“Behind you, all your
memories. Before you, all
your dreams. Around
you, all who love you.
Within you, all you
need.”
“The beautiful thing
“A sweet ending to a
about learning is that
new beginning.”
no one can take it away
from you.” - B.B. King

Always a Rebel!

